480mm Multi-Purpose Creasing Machine-NO.43287500
Item Code: SIC-HY-CPC480

FOB Price:

$2,848/set

Mini Order:

1 set

Average Rating:

lb (kg)

Inquire Now

Overview
Description:
Single Creasing, Spine and hinge creasing, Perforating and Slitting available in one machine. It is convenient and fast to assemble,
disassemble or locate the modules. The motor can be operated by pedal or automatic mode switch. High-efficiently and speed-variable
electromotor, LCD for machine operating speed, stepless regulation of speed.
Fectures:
. Equipped with individual modules, it is convenient and fast to assemble, disassemble or locate them, and also can combine them freely
to crease, crease the spine and hinge, perforate and trim according to the requirements.
. High-efficiently and speed-variable electromotor, LCD for machine operating speed, stepless regulation of speed.
. Designed for adjusting pressure outside, convenient to adjust the pressure of two ends.
. Clear safety-cover to see the creasing state or open it to stop operation promptly. With an individual rush stop switch, it is more safe
and reliable to avoid the appearance of any hidden danger.
. Adjustable feeder and fine adjusting knob outside. Easy to position centering or leaning.
. The hanging type of delivery section is designed for magnetism sucking positioning by the sides and knob fastening by the back end.
. Normal equipped with paper downholders, or with metal block optional.
. Adopts the stainless steel material; it is perfect, wear-resisting and beautiful.

Application:
Can be used to crease and perforate the coated paper, album paper, special paper, offset paper, color spray paper and paper after
laminating.
Packing Details:
Packing Size: 31.5"*27.6"*18.9" (800*700*480mm)
G. W.: 110.2lb (50kg)

Details
18.9" (480mm)

Creasing width

Specifications

Essential parameter
Model

CPC480

Max. width of the sheet

18.9" (480mm)

Rotate speed

90?1400 /min.

Shaft Diameter

1.4" (36mm)

Voltage

220V or 110V (Optional)

Dimensions W*D*H

45.3"*24.4"*11.8" (1150*620*300mm)

Machine Weight

90.4lb (41kg)

Normal equipped with: 2 modules of paper guide wheel.
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